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Nov 25, 2012 You can play new collectible cards by winning a match in casual or ranked mode. The new card
packs become available when players reach level 50. There will be a?rstday unlock card for you. Shift 2 Unleashed
has added a new "Season Pass" for PC players, with six expansion packs, and four season pass packs, each
containing four new race cars and four new tracks. The first is scheduled for release on September 14, containing
eleven new cars and fifteen new tracks. The expansion packs will be released sequentially throughout the season,
and for $10 per pack. Four of them will be free to those who download the game on Origin, while four others will
require payment. Sep 6, 2014 Enter the “Rivals” mode for the first time by playing multiplayer. Shift 2 Unleashed
will not feature a Season Pass. Instead, it will be split into two expansions. "Online Pack 1" will include eleven new
cars, and "Online Pack 2", released later this year, will contain 15 new tracks. Sep 20, 2014 Download the new
version and make Online card play available in Single and Multiplayer Racing. Oct 12, 2014 Players can make the
new “Dominator” car available to use immediately in multiplayer and campaign racing. Players can switch to using
the Dominator in the single-player campaign after it has been unlocked. Sep 27, 2015 Shift 2: Unleashed will
include a new feature called Online Multiplayer эcycles. Sep 27, 2015 Shift 2: Unleashed, the popular racing title
from EA Black Box, will be downloaded for free on Android smartphones and tablets through Google Play on
Sept. 28. The new mobile game, Shift 2: Unleashed, will feature all content of the PC release, including new all-
new?rst-of-class racing machines and the new эcycles. While this version contains some features exclusive to the
Android platform, all of the features and?rst-class racing machines of the PC game will be available in the Android
version of the game. Nov 15, 2016 Players can now record a video for YouTube or Facebook while racing in Shift
2: Unleashed. Shift 2 Unleashed players can now view and add their own custom unique back-bumper?os to their
cars in the game. Shift 2: Unleashed эracing track roster starts with fifteen эbeaches, sixteen �
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